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yoshinoCALC is a scientific calculator software like PowerToy Calc from Microsoft. As you can see on the screenshots, yoshinoCALC is similar to PowerToy Calc, but there is a specific mode for the Japanese Kanji. yoshinoCALC was designed so that you will not need to worry about entering Japanese Kanji by yourself. The
Japanese Kanji entry function is embedded in the software itself. The Japanese Kanji entry function will remind you the correct way to enter Japanese Kanji into PowerToy Calc, so don't worry. yoshinoCALC was originally designed to work with PowerToy Calc, so PowerToy Calc will appear if you double click the.exe file of
yoshinoCALC. But unfortunately, PowerToy Calc has a serious bug that makes it have no conversion function for the Japanese Kanji. So there will be no hope to use PowerToy Calc with yoshinoCALC. But yoshinoCALC is totally free unlike PowerToy Calc. The Japanese Kanji entry function was made so that you will not have
to worry about it. yoshinoCALC uses the same algorithm to evaluate mathematical expressions like PowerToy Calc. Depending on their necessities, users will be able to switch the view modes between the "History" or "Conventional" ones without exiting the software. The third function "Column View" is convenient when you
calculate summation of numbers. This way, you will not need to start Excel just to calculate a simple summation of numbers. Who should use yoshinoCALC: yoshinoCALC is aimed at advanced users who know a little bit of the Japanese Kanji. yoshinoCALC will not be used if you are an advanced user who has strong Japanese
Kanji knowledge. You will be able to switch the view modes between the "History" or "Conventional" ones without exiting the software, so you do not have to start Excel just to make simple calculation. Prerequisites: You need to have PowerToy Calc. The Japanese Kanji entry function will remind you the correct way to enter
Japanese Kanji into PowerToy Calc, so don't worry.  If you do not have PowerToy Calc, you will not be able to use yoshinoC
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* For 64-bit platforms, kernel 2.6 or later (64-bit) is required. * For 32-bit platforms, kernel 2.6 or later (32-bit) is required. * This software uses user-defined function described in EvaluateExpression.dll. * Calculate result of mathematical expression in one-line by this software REQUIRES: yoshinoGRAPH,
EvaluateExpression.dll, yoshinoCALC v3.0 Source code (2012/03/14) * Change of algorithm for evaluation of mathematical expression * Change of kernel function for evaluation of mathematical expression * Add option of not printing output from the EvaluationDll.dll * Add column view function * Make corrections to
interface design for easier use yoshinoCALC is a free scientific calculator software like PowerToy Calc from Microsoft. Creating this software was not so difficult since I have already constructed an algorithm to evaluate mathematical expressions for the other freeware yoshinoGRAPH. After making a dll
EvaluateExpression.dll using the algorithm, it was used to make yoshinoCALC. Depending on their necessities, users will be able to switch the view modes between the "History" or "Conventional" ones without exiting the software. The third function "Column View" is convenient when you calculate summation of numbers.
This way, you will not need to start Excel just to calculate a simple summation of numbers. KEYMACRO Description: * For 64-bit platforms, kernel 2.6 or later (64-bit) is required. * For 32-bit platforms, kernel 2.6 or later (32-bit) is required. * This software uses user-defined function described in EvaluateExpression.dll. *
Calculate result of mathematical expression in one-line by this software REQUIRES: yoshinoGRAPH, EvaluateExpression.dll, yoshinoCALC v3.0 Source code (2012/02/01) * Change of algorithm for evaluation of mathematical expression * Change of kernel function for evaluation of mathematical expression * Add option of not
printing output from the EvaluationDll.dll * Add column view function * Make corrections to interface design for easier use yoshinoCALC is a free scientific calculator software like PowerToy Cal 2edc1e01e8
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What's New in the?

------------------------------------------------------------ yoshinoCALC is a free scientific calculator software like PowerToy Calc from Microsoft. Creating this software was not so difficult since I have already constructed an algorithm to evaluate mathematical expressions for the other freeware yoshinoGRAPH. After making a dll
EvaluateExpression.dll using the algorithm, it was used to make yoshinoCALC. Depending on their necessities, users will be able to switch the view modes between the "History" or "Conventional" ones without exiting the software. The third function "Column View" is convenient when you calculate summation of numbers.
This way, you will not need to start Excel just to calculate a simple summation of numbers. Known issues: ------------------------------------------------------------ None Version 1.3 : ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- : 9/24/2011  : Modified Algorithm code. Added a function "Round" for those numbers who have to be
rounded to a certain number. Modified Functions "Mod", "Quotient" and "Ceil". Approximation of the number was added in "Quotient" function. Version 1.2 : ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- : 9/16/2011  : Added a function "Exponentiation". Modified Functions "Round", "Trig", "Mod", "Quotient", "Ceil"
and "Approximation". Implemented Color Numbers. Added Addition, Subtraction and Multiplication. Version 1.1 : ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- : 9/13/2011  : Added a function "Exponentiation". Modified Functions "Mod", "Quotient", "Ceil" and "Approximation". Version 1.0 : ------------------------------------------
------------------------------------- : 9/10/2011  : First public version of "yoshinoCALC" The other program yoshinoGRAPH, the main program of this software, is a free mathematical calculator. This software includes the following features. - Calculation of linear and logarithmic functions - Calculation of trigonometric functions -
Exponential and logarithmic functions - Sum of all numbers - Summary of all numbers - Show calculation result on the screen - Search a number in a string - Customize any type of number - Customize number display style. - Customize date/time display style - Customize decimal format style - Customize fraction format style
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System Requirements For YoshinoCALC:

OS: Windows 7 Windows 8, 8.1 Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo (2.2GHz) or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM HDD: 700MB for installation (version 1.7.0) Graphics: DirectX 9-compliant GPU with 2 GB of dedicated video memory DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX-compatible
sound card with stereo output (stereo mix) Software:
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